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JeenJewels.com certifies that your Engagement Ring is made with real, natural Diamonds. These diamonds are
not treated or enhanced in any ways to either boost their color or their clarity. Further, we certify these
diamonds to be conflict free diamonds. These diamonds are purchased from reputable diamond dealers, who
adhere to the Kimberley Process as set out by the World Diamond Council, and they are obtained through
legitimate sources and are guaranteed conflict free diamonds.

We thus follow the golden rules –

 Work to ensure that our gold and metals come from suppliers that meet the
highest human rights, social, and environmental criteria.

 Engage suppliers to influence the sourcing of gold products.
 Research mining, refinement, and manufacturing practices of gold that moves

through the supply chain.
 Give preference to suppliers that source gold from mines that observe high

standards of environmental stewardship.
 In concert with our suppliers, commit to increased gold sourcing from recycled

and secondary sources.
 Measure and establish benchmarks with a goal of continuous improvement.

JeenJewels.com further certifies that the gold in your Engagement Ring is real solid gold. As per the industry
regulations, all the rings are stamped “10k” or “416” which denotes tht the gold is of 10k purity, “14k” or “585”
which denotes that the gold is of 14k purity or stamped with “18k” or “750” to show that the gold is of 18k
purity.

Please note that your Ring might be plated with Rhodium and White or Yellow coating to give it the color that
you see and to provide it with the extra shine. This coating is also applied to make the ring more scratch
resistant against daily wear and tear. However, please be assured that this coating is simple aesthetic in nature
and the underlying material of your ring is either “10k”, “14k” or “18k” Solid Real Gold .

For any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact us at 800-742-1806 or email us at
cs@jeenjewels.com.


